List of New Books Added to the Library Collection.

- **Strategic Survey 2013: Annual Review of World Affairs**/ By IISS. London: IISS, 2013 [355.40723 IIS (057392)]
- **Deadly Connection: Cost of Becoming a Frontline State**/ By Ashish Shukla. Delhi: Vijaya Books, 2013 [363.3254910973 SHU (057394)]
- **P V Narasimha Rao: Selected Speeches**/ By India, Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, Publication Division. New Delhi: Publications Division, Min. of Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of India, 1995 [954.052 IND (057398)]
- **India's Internal Security Situation: Present Realities and Future Pathways**/ By Namrata Goswami. New Delhi: IDSA, 2013 [352.350954 GOS (057399)]
- **India's Internal Security Situation: Present Realities and Future Pathways**/ By Namrata Goswami. New Delhi: IDSA, 2013 [352.350954 GOS (057400)]
- Gilgit Baltistan: Between Hope and Despair/ By Priyanka Singh. New Delhi: Institute for Defence Studies and Analyses, 2013 [954.913 SIN (057401)]
- Gilgit Baltistan: Between Hope and Despair/ By Priyanka Singh. New Delhi: Institute for Defence Studies and Analyses, 2013 [954.913 SIN (057402)]
- India's Special Forces: History and Future of Indian Special Forces/ By P C Katoch & Saikat Datta. New Delhi: Vij Books India Pvt Ltd, 2013 [356.160954 KAT (057403)]
- Climate Change Narratives: Reading the Arctic/ By Uttam Kumar Sinha. New Delhi: IDSA, 2013 [363.7 SIN (057407)]
- Climate Change Narratives: Reading the Arctic/ By Uttam Kumar Sinha. New Delhi: IDSA, 2013 [363.7 SIN (057408)]
- China Yearbook 2012/ By Rukmani Gupta(ed). New Delhi: IDSA, 2013 [915.1 GUP (057409)]
- China Yearbook 2012/ By Rukmani Gupta(ed). New Delhi: IDSA, 2013 [915.1 GUP (057410)]